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Audi prefers Bergland-Parkett worldwide

Unique Design and award
winning Engineering
Engineered with 3 layers of the same hardwood
Useful layer with approx. 5 mm for maximum endurance and

www.bergland-parkett.at

on ecconomically long life
Combines the benefits of solid and pre-finishend parquet, but with
70 % less shrinkage and swelling of the boards
Suitable for underfloor heating - special construction gives very
good thermal conductivity rates
Boardsproduction with revitalised water of Grander technology
100 % pollutant free for guaranteed healthy and ecological living
Fire protection Cfl - highly flame retardant and s1 - low smoke emissions
100 % Best raw materials bought from the surrounding regions from
PEFC controlled forests. Short transport, less pollutant emissions

Solid and Pre-finished - The Original
AUDI prerfers worldwide Bergland-Parkett

www.bergland-parkett.at
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REFERENZEN

Interior design par excellence

ON THE TOP

INNENA R CH IT EKT UR PA R EXCELLENCE

Bergland-Parkett - on the top of object area. Public facilities are exposed to extremely constant load due to a
particularly high visitor frequency. The quality management of Bergland-Parkett meets these high demands in an

BERGLAND PARKETT – On the Top im Objektbereich. Öffentliche Einrichtungen sind durch besonders starke
optimal manner.
Besucherfrequenzen extremen Dauerbelastungen ausgesetzt. Diesen hohen Anforderungen wird das Quali-

A 3-layered construction made of valuable and solid hardwood ensures absolute stability. Due to the Bären-quality-

tätsmanagement von BERGLAND PARKETT in optimaler Weise gerecht. Ein dreischichtiger Aufbau aus kost-

sealing, the surface is very durable and meets the criteria for the classification „Cfl flame retardant“ and „s1 low smoke“

baren
und robusten
Harthölzern
garantiert floorings
absolute Stabilität.
Durch area.
die Bären-Qualitätsversiegelung wird die
- convincing
arguments
to use
Bergland-Parkett
in the object
Oberfläche besonders strapazierfähig und erreicht somit die hohe Klassifizierung „B1 – schwer entflammbar“
und „Q1 – schwach qualmend“ - die perfekten Argumente für den Einsatz von BERGLAND PARKETT im
Objektbereich.
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Bergland-Parkett - the particularly valuable
wooden floor from Austria
Quality without limits
Bergland-Parkett - Even beyond the borders of Austria, the exquisite quality of Bergland-Parkett fascinates people with
its natural beauty. Bergland-Parkett‘s philosophy of creating a solid and pre-finished parquet flooring in one product
and therefore ensuring excellent reliability is also convincing in international large-scale projects.
Famous museums, theatres, concert halls and opera houses up to the renowned Endemol Studios represent their quality
awareness and taste by the use of stylish floor designs: Bergland-Parkett - the particularly valuable wood flooring from
Austria.

Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois
Indulge yourself with the pleasure to immerse in the atmosphere of one of the
oldest city hotels in Europe. The Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois invites you to enjoy
your time and allows your stay to become an experience. And all this is located
directly on the river bank of the Rhine in the heart of Basel, the swiss capital of art
and culture. Bergland-Parkett‘s Smoked Oak can be found in the presidential
suite as well as in the gym of the Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois.
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Haubiversum - world of experience & café
In the Haubi‘s world of experience, the doors of the bakery are wide opened.
Discover the bakery craft very closely by taking a look behind the scenes. In
Petzenkirchen, enjoyment and pleasure are never missed out on. Our Black
Walnut plank flooring can be found in the café.

Beta Design Hotel in Vienna
The Beta Design Hotel is the perfect partner and an ideal starting
point to enjoy the city of Vienna, one of the largest metropolises in
Europe, imperial city and global capital of culture and music.
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Hotel Adler Dolomiti - South Tyrol
Over a time period of 7 generations and turbulent times, the hotel developed
to the present ADLER DOLOMITI Spa&Resort, which celebrated its 200th anniversary in the year 2010.

Bar Linde in Basel

Swing Kitchen Vienna

The restaurant Linde is an old and comfortable bar in

The 100% vegan products respect life, protect the environment and

Basel. In this bar you have the opportunity to draw your

save resources. As far as possible and available, they prefer food from

very own beer at the beer table.

regional and GMO-free cultivation, partly from organic production.
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Stiegenhaushof - tradition & modernity
There is a special story built around the name of the Stiegenhaushof. In the
very own distillery, fine brandy is made from apples, pears and plums which
grow in the own garden. Fine brandy is also made from masterwort, whose
main ingredient got all times digged out in the alps of the mountain „Ahorn“.

John Demol TV Studios|NL
Also in the famous Endemol Studios,
an international operating, Dutchbased company that produces
and distributes multiplatform entertainment content, people walk on
Bergland-Parkett.
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Hotel Scandic Stockholm
Hotel Scandic in Stockholm, where smoked oak herringbone was laid.
Overlooking the shops and restaurants of the Gallerian shopping mall, this
hip downtown hotel is an 8-minute walk from Stockholm Central Station,
11 minutes ‚walk from Stockholm Palace and 13 minutes‘ walk from the
Nobel Museum.

Banking house Bär
The renowned banking house
Bär in Switzerland refined its
premises by means of the Austrian quality product.
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Castle Thalheim in Lower Austria
The castle named „Thalheim“ in Lower Austria was built in the 17. century. The
foundation stone for the old castle with three levels and a farm building was laid
in the year 1600. Historic walls, impressive ambience and top enjoyment can be
found at the castle Thalheim. The historic place with all the buildings and the
castle chapel, gently was awackend and restored with love for details.

Bergland-Parkett private clients
Also private clients appreciate Bergland-Parkett very much. Unique in sorting and the very special construction
of 3 layers of the same hardwood,
unique in it´s special surfaces. We
only use safe, ecologically valuable
and sustainable raw materials. The
hardwood is bought nearby, so the
transport is not too long. In the sense
of environmental protection.
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